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A refreshing series geared toward enjoying delicious food in the great outdoors. Over 50 recipes per

volume, full-color photographs, and a softcover "pocketbook" format. Includes recipes for soups,

dips, finger foods, salads, sandwiches, and main courses, as well as tips on packing, creating a

festive scene, and safeguarding the environment.
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I ordered this hoping for some new ideas of make ahead or easy grill entrees that can be

transported to a picnic and gotten ready with no electricity. OK, for me the drinks and desserts

section was not a big draw. I can figure out a pitcher of something and a tupperware of brownies on

my own. But creative appetizers, salads, and entrees that taste good at room temperature or can be

easily heated up on a grill. That's what I wanted. The salads and appetizers were okay, but the

entrees were almost all sandwiches! There were only five entrees that were not some kind of

sandwich. And two were baked chicken. Not exactly innovative picnic ideas. Also no table of

contents, just an index that does not break it down by course. Pretty pictures but it is going on a

shelf.

This cookbook has great recipes in it. I have tried a couple of the recipes so far and they were

delicious.

So, every women should have a little black dress. Well, this is the book for summer picnics. It's very



easy, fast and great tasting. I use this book to whip of quick picnic receipes with my nieces and

grandkids. Cooking among some teenagers is becoming a lost art and the grandkids are always

eager. When we use this book they don't even feel like they're cooking and then we can head for

the picnic ground, beach or the backyard for some good eating and swimming.

I love this book! the recipes are easy (my husband can do them!) and they are inventive and

delicious we really enjoy the oatmeal griddle cakes with pecan maple syrup, tonight we are

fixing,extra crusty baked rigatoni with beef ragu and i can"t wait to taste it. M. Chez Oregon
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